PETUNJUK UMUM:
1. Tulis nama, kelas, nomor peserta, Anda pada lembar jawab.
4. Apabila ingin mengganti jawaban hapuslah jawaban tersebut dengan karet penghapus dan arsir/ hitamkan jawaban yang benar.

Pilihlah jawaban yang paling tepat!
1. What is the picture shown?
   a. leg
   b. face
   c. chin
   d. arm

2. We can touch and hold something with. It has five fingers. What is it?
   a. hand
   b. knee
   c. foot
   d. food

3. Tono has .........................
   a. headache
   b. backache
   c. stomachache
   d. earache

4. How do you express sympathy.
   Roni  : What's the problem with you Erni?
   Erni  : I have a terrible cough.
   Roni  : ........................................
   a. How nice
   b. I'm sorry to hear that.
   c. What can I do for you?
   d. That's a pity you are.

5. Dodi  : My sister, Eni, gets sick easily.
   Meta  : She must .........................
   a. brush her teeth regularly
   b. eat much candy
   c. lift something heavy
   d. take some minerals and vitamin

   Number 6-7. Fill in the blanks with suitable verbs of present perfect tense. .
   a. has studied
   b. have studied
   c. studied
   d. studies

7. They.........................Indonesia for ten years.
   a. speaking
   b. have spoken
   c. speaks
   d. has spoken
8. He.......................his leg when he was playing football
   a. is breaking   b. broke   c. break   d. broken

9. Susi has a headache. Which medicine she must take?
   a. CMI-Sunny chlorella    b. Rub-in lespain    c. Biogesico    d. Not at all

10. Udin has a pain in his right eye. Does he need to rub his eye with balm?
    a. Yes, he does    b. No, he doesn't    c. yes, she is    d. No, he isn't

We have been growing since we were born. We grow and change continuously. No wonder, there are a lot of changes in our lives. We are getting bigger, taller, faster and more intelligent.

Physical changes started when we were babies and make maximum progress when we’re teenagers. We were around 49 cm long when we were babies and 140 cm tall when we were kids. Entering the teenage period, however, we can reach up to 160 or more. It is really fantastic.

11. Have you been growing since you were born?
    a. Yes, we do    c. Yes, I have
    b. No, we don't   d. No, I haven't

12. When do we have physical changes?
    a. when we are babies    c. forever
    b. when we are teenagers    d. when we are babies to teenagers

Nina is Riko’s old friend. They were classmates when they were studying in elementary school. They have never met each other since Riko and his family moved to Jakarta. Now, Riko is in Bandung for a family visit. He accidentally meets Nina.

Riko : Hi, Nina. Long time no see. How are you?
Nina : Hello, Riko. Very well, thanks. And you?
Riko : Not bad. Thanks.
Nina : What brings you here, Riko?
Riko : I’m on my holiday. I’m visiting my granny.
Nina : How long are you staying here?
Riko : I’m not sure. Probably two days.
Nina : That’s not long enough. Anyway, are you free this evening?
Riko: I don’t think so. We’re celebrating my granny’s birthday.
Nina: How about tomorrow? Are you doing anything tomorrow?
Riko: What time?
Nina: Say, at 3 p.m

13. Did Riko lived in Bandung?
   a. yes, he did   b. no, he didn’t   c. yes, they did   d. no, they didn’t

14. Who visited grandmother?
   a. Riko did   c. Riko and his family did
   b. Nina did   d. Nina and her family did

15. Fill in the blanks with Present Continuous Tense.
    They .................................. Nina's birthday.
    a. are celebrating   b. celebrate   c. celebrates   d. celebrating

Number 16-17 fill in the blanks with Past Continuous tense.
    When Rudi ..........(16).......... to the market, he ....(17).......... some money.
    16. a. walk   b. walked   c. was walking   d. is walking
    17. a. find   b. found   c. was finding   d. is finding

Butet and Iwan are talking about the traditional games festival they have just visited.
Iwan: Well, it was a nice festival, wasn’t it?
Butet: Yes, it really was. The games were very interesting.
Iwan: Did you meet Shanti, the EQS reporter?
Butet: Yes, I met her outside the studio. She was with two people from foreign
countries. Their names are Rustu and Kirsten. I think they really enjoyed
the festival.
Iwan: I also enjoyed the festival. But I think we can be very tired after playing all of those
games. I think video games are more relaxing. We don’t need
to run a lot.
Butet: Perhaps you are right. But, don’t you think games like pulu-pulu and hide and seek are
more challenging? We can play and do some sports at the same time. They are more
tiring than video games but better for our health.
Iwan: I see your point.
Butet: Besides, we also have some other games which don’t need much movement like
congklak or bekel. Tell me, which one is more exciting, playing traditional games in
the yards with your friends or playing video games in your room?
Iwan: Yeah, I guess playing with many friends is more enjoyable.
Butet: And video games are more expensive than traditional games aren’t they?

18. What festival have Butet and Iwan just visited?
   a. traditional festival   c. traditional games festival
   b. games festival   d. video games festival

19. Did they like the festival?
   a. yes, they did   b. yes, they are   c. yes, they do   d. no, they don't

20. Are all traditional games more tiring than video games?
   a. yes, they are   b. No, they aren't   c. yes, it is   d. no, it isn't

An Airplane can fly 150 km/hour
A Bus can run 120km/hour.
A Bicycle can run 40 km/hour.
21. An Airplane is the ......................
   a. fastest   b. faster   c. fast   d. slow

22. A bicycle is ..........................than a bus
   a. fast   b. faster   c. slow   d. slower

23. In the last examination, Andi got 9 in history, 8 for English, and 7 in Math. So, Andi got the.................in History
   a. good   b. bad   c. better   d. best

   Although congklak is very popular in Indonesia but some strong evidence shows that congklak originated in many other places with the most ancient culture. People in most countries in Africa know this game as Wari. Some findings in Jordan, Middle East, have proved that people already played congklak around 9000 years ago. These findings do not only make congklak as the most popular game but also the oldest game in human civilization.

24. Where does congklak originally from?
   a. Indonesia   b. Africa   c. Jordan   d. Middle East

25. Country from Middle East in the text above is........

   Butet : In your opinion, who is the best female singer in our country?
   Iwan : I think Krisdayanti is the best singer.
   Butet : Are you sure? What about Siti Nurhaliza? I think she’s better than Krisdayanti.
   Iwan : Perhaps you’re right, but I think KD’s songs are more popular than Siti’s.

26. What is the dialog about?
   a. The most beautiful singer   c. The most popular song
   b. The most popular singer   d. The most popular Krisdayanti

   Hi guys, it’s me again, jenny with the most favorite program: EQS quiz. I’m sure you are ready for our quiz, right? OK, I’ll give you two things and you must decide whether they are the same or different. You must also give me the reason. And we already have the 1st caller.
   caller : English on Sky, it’s all about English. Hi, it’s me Diana.
   jenny : Hello Diana. OK, we have two words here: crocodile and alligator. Are they the same or different?
   caller : Hm... I think crocodile is the same as alligator.
   jenny : Do you really think so?
   Caller : Yes, both of them are reptiles. They just live in different places.

27. In your opinion, where was Jenny?
   a. at home   c. in a radio station
   b. in a station   d. on the way home

28. According to the text, what kind of animal is an alligator?
   a. A carnivore   b. a herbivore   c. an insect   d. a fish

29. A horse can run 60 km/hour. A zebra can run 60km/hour.
   We can conclude that a horse is.................zebra
   a. faster then   b. slower   c. as fast as   d. different from
30. It is the nearest star. It gives all over the Earth heat and light. We can't live without it. It also help plant cook their food which we usually called photosynthesis. What is it?
   a. the lamp           b. the sun           c. the moon           d. the star

31. Water that goes back to the earth. It comes from clouds and make the plant grow, but sometimes we have flood because river can't hold the water. What is it?
   a. rain               b. flood             c. river             d. hurricanes

   Our country has four seasons. They are winter, spring, summer and autumn. In winter we can find snow everywhere. It is always very cold. The temperature can be lower than 0ºc. You should wear jacket if you want to go out. We usually have winter from December to February. After winter we have spring. The snow melts down. It’s the time when trees and plants start to grow their leaves. The temperature is warmer than before, but we also have a lot of rain. We have spring from March to May.

32. Where countries which has the season like in the text above?
   a. Africa           b. South East Asia           c. Europe           d. South America

33. Summer usually happens on.................
   a. December to February       c. June to August
   b. march to May                d. September to November

   Good evening, and here is the weather forecast for tomorrow, 5th November. In most part of Sumatra, it will be cloudy. The average temperature will be between 25 to 28 degrees Celsius. In the south of Sumatra, it will be a wet day and rain will move to West Java during the afternoon. The Central Java and most part of East Java will be generally wet and cloudy during the day. The temperature will reach 29 degrees Celsius. Most part of Kalimantan and Sulawesi will be cloudy and we expect some rain in Ambon and some places in South Sulawesi. In the North East of Papua and most part of Bali, it will be a bright clear day with sunshine with temperatures between 27 to 30 degrees Celsius, but it will rain during the evening.

34. What will the weather like in Solo? It will be............
   a. rain               b. wet and cloudy       c. cloudy           d. bright clear

35. Will it be a bright clear day in Surabaya?
   a. Yes, it will       b. Yes, it is       c. No, it won't         d. No, it is not

36. What will the highest temperatures be in Palembang?
   a. 25 C          b. 28 C           c. 29 C           d. 30 C

   ‘Hide and seek’ has some local names too like ‘petak umpet’ or ‘umpetan’. The rules are easy. One stays in a certain place with the blind folded eyes and the others hide themselves. After a few minutes the blind folded one has to find the others. It’s really fun. Once, I hid my self in a barn. Nobody could find me

37. One stays in a certain place with the blind folded eyes and the others hide themselves. One in the sentence above has the same meaning with............
   a. 1               b. rules                    c. hide and seek       d. the person

38. Themselves in the sentence above mean............
   a. Petak umpet       b. hide and seek      c. the other people       d. nobody
Boys and girls, however, grow differently. Sometimes, girls are taller than boys in their early teenage life. That’s why, some boys feel worried finding that fact. Boys can’t understand when the girls they love are taller than them. They don’t realize that they grow a bit slower. However, they are usually taller than girls at last.

Boys and girls get puberty in this period. Their organs of reproduction are mature. Girls get their first menstruation and boys get their wet dream. Hair, such as mustache, and acne appear as the secondary sexual characteristics.

39. What do the girls get when they are in puberty?
   a. hair  
   b. wet dream  
   c. menstruation  
   d. organs

40. Who grows faster in the early teenage life according to the text above?
   a. girls  
   b. boys  
   c. mature  
   d. organs